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Increases to Base Pay  

  

• For the 2022-2026 contract we successfully bargained several rounds of pay 

increases: $5035 for FY23, 3.5% for FY 24, 3.25% for FY 25 (merit), and 3.5% for FY 

26.  

 

• Expanded Out-of-Cycle Language 

 

Parental Leave  

 

• 6 weeks paid recuperative (use of sick days if you have, paid time off if you do not 

have sick days) 

• 8 weeks paid bonding (no use of sick, vacation, float) 

 

Dental Practice Incentive Plan 

 

        The Administration has proposed a variety of measures that would have harmed faculty 

wishing to work in the faculty practice. We were able to stop most of them and maintain the 

integrity of the faculty practice.  

 

Bargaining for Faculty with Appointments Below 0.5 FTE 

 

       We recently got the ability to bargain for faculty with appointments below 0.5 FTE. We 

were able to get annual pay increases, access to tuition remission, vacation days, sick days 

and other benefits for those less than 0.5 FTE. 

         

Establishment of a Pay Equity Program 

    

      We have long advocated for the closing arbitrary pay gaps. We have now been able to 

win agreement to establish a program to address these discrepancies. Faculty who believe 

they are not fairly paid can put in for an equity salary request, and also have the right grieve 

the determination if it is still not adjusted. We are working closely with the AAUP-AFT, the 

legacy faculty union to perfect this process at the University. 

 

Improving Research Incentives and Support 

 

        In the current union contract, faculty receive an Extramural Support Incentive Award 

based on their rFTE adjusted salary on awards as follows: 
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Percentage Salary Support on Award(s)        Percent Returned to Faculty 

Percentage of rFTE Adjusted Salary 

Supported on Awards  Percentage Returned to Faculty 

1% to 9.99%  0% 

10% to 19.99%   3% 

20% to 20.99%  6% 

30% to 39.99%  10% 

40% to 49.99%  15% 

50% to 59.99% 19% 

60% to 69.99% 21% 

70%-79.99% 24%  

80%-89.99% 25% 

90% and above 30% 

 

 

           While an incentive system based on your rFTE component raises some serious 

concerns, in this contract we have decided to give the administration a chance to prove they 

will not abuse or take advantage of this by arbitrarily setting minimum expectations for your 

effort or fail to credit you with increases to your workload. Our contract also includes lump 

sum incentives for certain faculty with R01s and/or training grants.  
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In Trenton.  

             Both the AAUP-AFT and AAUP-BHSNJ, lobbied the Governor and key legislators to 

create a permanent fix to excess fringe rates increases. Legislation sponsored by 

Assemblyman Coughlin and Senator Zwick (S2747/A4164) would require that an accurate 

calculation of retirement benefits as part of the fringe rate and could lower it considerably. 

Rutgers and President Holloway supported S2747. Our work was critical to getting the bill 

passed out of committee. Many members also used our online tool setup to write emails to 

their representatives. Unfortunately, the bill did not come to the floor for a vote, as Rutgers 

prioritized other matters ahead of it. We need to keep the pressure on the Governor and the 

Legislature as current fringe rates over 60% are not sustainable.       

Job Security for both Tenured and Non-Tenure Track Faculty 

 

          Unfortunately, we have represented a number of faculty members which have had their 

reappointments non-renewed for arbitrary or retaliatory reasons. Renewal of appointments 

should be based on job performance and nothing else. Currently, AAUP-BHSNJ tenured 

faculty are subject to less rigorous dismissal procedures than other Rutgers tenured faculty. 

In fact, we represented a tenured faculty member recently who was wrongly fired after 45 

years of service.  We recently secured tenured protection based on Policy 60.5.1, which is a 

much stronger form of protection.  


